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Starting with oversimpl ified models (e.g. reflecting mirror)

geometrical optics in a parabol ic layer achieved a satisfactory ex

planation of the most important phenomena in ionospheric hf-propa

gation. Later, more detailed descriptions of the electron-density

profile were developed, e.g. the International Reference Ionosphere.
These are based on ground and space observations. The C.C.I.R.'nu

merical maps' describing the world-wide behaviour of the peak data

are rediscussed now. Sophisticated theoretical models based on ae

ronomic theory have been developed during the last 15 years. These
need an enormous computing effort.

1. Introduction n = sinr (2)

The existence of a conducting

layer in the atmosphere was first in

ferred from magnetic observations by
Stewart1and Schuster2, then from vlf

propagati~n results by Kennely3 and
Heaviside . The very detection of an

ionosphere might, however, be attribu
ted to those radio amateurs who in 1921
realized almost lossless transatlantic

communication via hf waves. Since that

time, modelling of the ionosphere star
ted main·ly for sake of radio wave pro

pagation. It was soon found that mirror

like reflection was unable to explain

the occurrence of a skip distance. Re
fraction in a layer of upwards decrea

sing refractive index n was the solu

tion. Figure 1, taken from S.K. Mitra's
famous book5 shows how each ray follows
the refraction law:

n . sin r/J = cons t = 1 . sin i (1)

r/J being the angle against the vertical,
i its value at the bottom of the layer.

It appears that ray bending might be so

strong that its direction becomes hori
zontal somewhere. This happens at a le
vel where the reflection condition

Since the refractive index of

a plasma varies with the wave frequen
cy (refraction being stronger at lower

frequency), one may find at a given

frequency that the steepest rays no
where fulfill the reflection condition

and therefore penetrate the l~yer. The

first ray which is bent determines the

radius of the skip zone (Fig. 2b).
Going up with the frequency increases
this zone (Fig. 2c) while going down

decreases it. If the frequency is low

enough, the reflection condition is
satisfied even at vertical incidence:

no skip ~one appears (Fig. 2a). The

first frequency, for which this happens
to be true, is called critical frequen

cy, fc. Now, assuming a thin layer, the

angle of incidence of the skip zone ray

can be computed from simple geometry.
Then, with the dependence of n on fre

quency and for a given distance d, one

easily obtains a relation between the

critical frequency fc and that frequen
cy f which has d for skip zone radius.

Figure 3 shows the ratio flfc as

function of skip distance d for diffe-
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Fig.l - Refraction (index decreasing
upwards) in vertically stratified
medium (after S KMitra5)
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Fig. 3 - 'MUF-factor' (ratio of maxi
mum usable to critical frequency) vs.

skip distance (abscissa). Each curve

for given height of a thin layer7
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Fig. 4 - Elevation angle for different

distances (para~eter) depending on

frequency ratio fife. parabol ic layer,
curved Earth and ionosphere10

Fig.2 - Ionospheric refraction for

three typical frequencigs, increa
sing from top to bottom
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rent altitudes of a thin layer (para
meter of the curves)7. While echoes

from the E-layer have a well defined

reflection height, that of the F-re

gion is largely variable, so that se
veral c~rves were used by the german

prediction service during WW II.

2. Early models for Propa

gation Predictions

In order to take im:o account

the layer thickness, a model of the

layer shape had to be assumed. A para
bolic shape has often been used to this

end. During WW II this model was appli

ed by Maeda8 in Japan and by Appleton

and Beynon9 in Great Britain. The com

putation might approximatively take ac
count of the curvature of the iono

sphere. For such model Figure 4 shows

the computed elevation angle of the

transmitted ray of frequency f (abscissa

fIfe) reaching preselected distances D

(parameter of the curves). Different
from the situation with a layer of neg

Iigible thi~kness, at the high frequen

cy end this angle increases. There also

appears a second (Iupperl) ray to the
same distance. D, which is called IIPe

dersen rayll. The so-called MUF-factor,

fIfe, is given by the curve enveloping
the Inosesl of the individual curves.

Apart from this technique, ano
ther solution of the ionospheric pro

pagation problem had been proposed as

early as 1937. By combining the geome
tric relations between angle, height

and distance (for a plane ionosphere,
but incurved Earth) on the one hand,
and the refractive law on the other

N. Smith12 established a set of Itrans

mission curves·, see Fig. 5a. Each cur

ve being valid for a certain frequency

one may obtain the virtual reflection

height by intersecting the observed

ionogram (which gives virtual height as

function of frequency at normal inci

dence). The result of applying the pro-

cedure shown in Fig. 5a is reproduced

in Fig. 5b. Though this technique was

of great interest 40r scientific stu
dies (e.g. Eyfrig1 ), it was not so

much applied for prediction purpose~.

The high accuracy of the procedure is

useless when dealing with medians ob

tained from a monthly set of largely
different individual ionograms.

For propagation purposes, more
involved models were later and are still

used, e.g. two parabolas (E and F region)

with a linear junction15, or three El ias

-Chapmen layers as E, Fl and F2-layers)6

3. Empirical Profile Modelling:

International Reference

Ionosphere

Since early this century, at

mospheric profiles of pressure and
temperature have been established and
were used for different needs. Obser

vations of the first artificial satel

Iites with radio and optical means

showed that all models of the upper at
mosphere derived up to that time from

theoretical reasonings, had largely
underest imated the tru.e variations oc

curring in particular above 100 km of
a'titude. Therefore, COSPAR establ i~
shed its COSPAR I International Refe

rence Atmosphere', a set of tables
lastly edited in 1972 (Ref. 17). It
was then felt that a similar reference

should be established for the iono

sphere. In 1969, COSPAR and URSI deci

ded to establ ish a common panel, of
which I was chairman until 1984. Ha

ving gathered data from different
sources, we became aware that, before

being taken as a rei iable input, some
of these needed to be critically dis

cussed. Considering the fast progress

of electronic computing, the panel
felt that a set of tables might become
obsolete soon, and decided to produce

a computer program instead. Fears, that

this might become a disadvantage for
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,lated scientists or for those in de

loping countries, have been dissipa-

ed meanwhile. Our first program IRI-78

was first published by URSI in 1978; an

improved one describing the state at
the end of 1980 (Ref. 18).

Following its terms of referen

ce, IRI allows the computation of height

profiles from 70 to 1000 km of the fol

lowing four parameters of theionosphe
ric plasma: electron (or positive ion)

density, electron and ion temperature,

chemical composition (in percent) of

positive ions. As a constraint, the
parent Unions requested:thatat lower alti

tudes both plasma temperature profiles

should match thr neutral tmeprature
profile of CIRA 7. It was also under

stood that the peak electron density

and the relevant hright should be ta-
ken from a program 9 established by

the competent international agency
C.C.I.R. in the International Tele

communication Union (UIT). These so

called 'numerical maps' shall be dis
cussed below.

For the description of elec

tron density, the present IRI uses a

height subdivision in several subrang
es as shown in Fig. 6. The representa
tive functions of the individual sub

ranges are different but continuously

connected. This point is now being ta

ken up again; the forthcoming IRI is

to apply one fully analytical profile
function covering the whole height

range20.

Without discussing details.

we present a few examples of IRI
electron density profiles in Figs. 7

to 9. Fig.9 shows ion and electron

temperature profiles too. An

example of an ion composition

profile is shown in Fig. 10.

IRI has recently been restruc

tured and partially improved; the new

program (tape IRI9) is being distri

buted right now. This is a prelimina-

ry step; a new ver>ion of IRI with

fully analytic P59file descripti~n is
under discussion and is expected to

come out in about two years.

4. Early Aeronomy

The formation of an ionized

layer produced by ultraviolet radia

tion of solar origin fall~ng onto an

atmos~~ere was considered quite ear
ly22- . As for the dissipation of

ionization, a simple process of di
rect recombination was assumed; It

was described by a recombination co

efficient. So, the first approach

towards aeronomic theory was produc
tion - oriented and assumed local

equilibrium of ionization. With this

in mind, the multi-la~red structure

of the elect ron dens ity prof iIe was
difficult to understand.However, af

ter the photo-dissoc~ation of O2 had
been detected25 it became clear that

chemical composition of the upper, at
mosphere was not homogeneous but

changed drastically above an altitude

of about 100 km. Figure 11 (a1so from
Hitra's book5) shows that this fact

was considered as to offer an expla
nation for the occurrence of several

layers, each of th~se being attribu

ted to the ionization of a particu

lar constituent26, and/or to a par,i
c~lar range in the solar spectrum2 .

The computation had shown that
the intensities given by a black body

at 6000 K were by far too small.

There~§re, a uv-excess had to be as
sumed .

Systematic differences in the
observed ionization had been found

for consecutive years. It became soon

apparent that the solar cycle of ele

ven years largely influences the so

lar radiation power in the extreme
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ultraviolet spectral range. In other

words: the excess energy in this spec

tral range was increased during the·

'solar maximum'. The solar activity,

then measured by the Zurich sunspot

number Rz, was found to be an important

clue influencing the total amount of .

ionization (see Fig. 8).

Another conclusion was drawn

from the assumption of loc~l ioniza

tion equilibrium: the highest ioniza
tion density should appear at aubsolar
latitude. With the then available mea

surements, peak ionization density maps

were established during WW II. It was
then felt, that these should peak at
that latitude where the solar zenith

angle was zero at noon, see Fig. 12.

Though the production-oriented

theories gave a first explanation, they
were not suited to understand several

characteristic features which had been

observed. One of these was the so-cal

led summer anomaly, namely the fact
that in summer the observed electron

density at noon was clearly smaller

than in winter (Fig. 13).

Anotner one was the so-called

equatorial anomaly which was first ob
served during WW II in the pacific

oce~n29 and first published by Apple
ton 0. Different from the expectations,
the observations showed a minimum of

ionization at the magnetic equator and
Inaxima to north and south of this la

titude, see Fig. 14. So, the F2-layer

was under geomagnetic control. The con
sequence of this was a longitude effect.
Geomagnetic (spherical) coordinates were

used at first, in order to identify ty

pical longitude ranges. This schedule
led to the idea that the pacific and

the European-African sectors should be

quite similar. However, with the data

of a new sounding station at Dakar, it

could finally be shown that this was
not true31. Since that time it is ac

cepted that the real magnetic incli

nation (or dip) is the decisive ele

ment in' geomagnet ic cont ro1',

5. Ion Chern is try

The next step in aeronomy was

a more thorough investigation of the

dissipation process. One had concluded

from quantum-mechanical considerations

that the probability should be quite
small for direct recombination (in
which electron and ion form one neutral

atom or molecule). This is a consequen

ce of the large amount of energy set
free in th~ process. So, Bates and
Massey32 forwarded tHe idea that a pro
cess of 'dissociative recombination'

should have much higher probability.

In such process, a large part of the
released ionization energy is taken

away by subsequent dissociation of the
neutral molecule which must, of course,

at least be di-atomic. So, the mole

cules which at higher levels are more

rare than atoms should play an impor

tant role in the recombination process.
At greater heights, this latter is, in

fact, a two-stage process: first a

charge-transfer react ion from 0+ to an

O~ molecule, then dissociative recom
bination of the molecular ion with an

electron. In addition to recombination

each of these processes destroys one

02 molecule by dissociation. The re
maining energy either goes into kine
tic energy of the two newly formed

atoms or reappears as excitation ener

gy of these latter.

Since that time, ion chemistry
has become more and more involved. In

general it depends largely on the alti
tude as a consequence of the changes

of the chemical composition of the

neutrals and, in particular, the lar

gely different densities. Generally

speaking, the complexity of th€ reac

tions is greatest at lower heights
where collisions are very frequent. It

might well be that 20 an~ more reac
tions must be considered 334ncluding
a few with excited species . In or

der to make numerical computations,

one needs reaction coefficients, one

for each direction of a particular re-
action. These are now more and more
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often taken from laboratory measure

ments. Unfortunately, many depend se

riously on temperature.

I shall not go into more de

tails but only consider the final re

sult of ion chemistry{ see Fig. 15) At

a given altitude the production rate

by photbionization is computed from
the neutral densities, relevant cross

sections and the intensity spectrum of
incoming solar radiation. The produc

tion rate is the input to a number of

loops, one for each ionized species

which are coupled by different chemi

cal reactions. In Fig.15 is shown

what is globally described as iop

chemi stry (the 1arge circle). So.
the final densities of the different

ions are established (small circles).

It is important to note that

true equilibrium is only reached in

the lower ionosphere. In the F2-layer

and above, due to a very low collision
frequency; a true equilibrium is never

reached because dissipation time con
stants are larger than the period of

daytime photoionization which is about
12 hours.

+ In the E-reClion and above, the
NO ion is by far more prominent than

one should conclude from its primary

production rate. This is a consequence
of the fact that the relevant ioniza

tion energy is somewhat 'smaller than

those of the other species, so that

charge transfer away from NO is ra

ther improbable. (Only metal 1ic ions

have even lower ionization potential.

With their low recombination rate they

play an important role in the pheno

menon called sporadic E). An example
of the typical height variation of the

different ion species was shown in
Fi g. 10.

A particular situation reigns

in the lower O-region do"m to strato"
spheric heights. Here, molecular ions
get to cluster with several neutral

molecules, mainly H20 or C0235,36.
These Cluster ions are much heavier

224

than the molecular ones and have poor

stability. Thus, the statistical di
stribution of the different cluster

ions depends lar~ely on temperature.
For a reference it was felt that the

total percentage of (positive) cluster
ions would be a reasonable indication

without trying to give a detailed des

cription. Figure 16 which was establ i

shed by Danil~~ was accepted as an addendum to IRI .

At the same altitudes there

might also appear a large number of ~e
3ative cluster ions such that the to

~al positive ion density can be much

larger than the electron density.

Since most measurements do only depend

on this latter, this phenomenon is

the reason for the steep gradient at

the bottoms ide of the D-region. This

is quite important for the understan

ding of vlf-propagation.

6. Plasma Transport

In the F-region and above,
plasma cannot freely move since the

ions are trapped on magnetic field li
nes. Collisions are so rare that the

free motion of a charge is prescribed
as a narrow helix around this line.

Therefore, plasma transport by diffu

sion goes along the field 1ines. At

higher latitudes this may influencethe ion density profiles37, except for

the equatorial zone where the field

is essentially horizontal. In this

context the ions must be regarded as

'leaders' because, by electrostatic

force, due to their much larger mass

they pul I the electrons with them.

If a mechanical force is

applied upon thE ionospheric plasma.
only its component parallel to the

magnetic field is able to groducetransport. Kohl and King38 and

Stubbe39 recognized that a drag
force exerted by a (horizontal)

neutral wind should. therefore. shift

the plasma up or down according to

the geometry. see Fig.l? So. they

were able to explain by wind drag a

~,
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large part of the sometimes queer

diurnal variations, in particular the

•suminer anomaly' (see Fig. 13). Of

course, near the dip equator wind

drag cannot change the plasma density

profile because only horizontal mo

tion could be provoked which does not

change the profile.

There exists, however, a force

that moves the ions perpendicularl} to

the magneti c 1ines of force. It is

electromagnetic in nature and propor

tional to E x S, thus ah'Jays rerpendi"

cular to the magnetic field line, B.

So, any electric field which is not

parallel with 8, moves the plasma
across the magnetic field Iines. This

is very important near the dip equa

tor where, by day, the ma~netic field
is horizontal in l~S direction, and the

equatorial electroje~ is driven by a
horizontal electric field in EV-direc

tion. Thus, an electromegnetic (Lo

rentz-) force is exerted upon the

plasma 1ifting it upwards by a few
hundered kilometres, according to the

strength of the fields. Once arrived
at the peak, the motion stops and the

gravity force drives the plasma down

again'now, of course, along the mag
netic field Iine40,41. This 'e1ectro

magnetic fountain' (Fig. 18) explains

why, by day, the electron density is

decreased at the magnetic (dip) equa
tor and increased north and south of

this latter. This is the explanation

of the equatorial anomaly (see Fig.14)

7. Worldwide mapping

As explained above (see end of

Section 4) and shown by Fig. 14, the

relative ion density minimum at the
true magnetic equator was empirically

known long before its theoretical ex

planation was found. Long before its

detection, worldwide maps of the F2

layer critical frequency foF2 were

establ ished for rropagational purpo

ses, see Figs. 12 and 14. (i'~otethat

the square of this critical frequency

is proportional to the peak plasma

density). Such maps, giving foF2 as
function of latitude and local hour

228

were originally drawr by hand after

plotting the (monthly average) data

of each station at its latitude (ordinate).

Gallet was first in trying to

computerize mapping, taking account

of longitude too. Due to the very in

homogeneous distribution of the iono
spheric sounding stations, trials to

reproduce directly the observed data

did not succeed. Then, Jones and Ga 11 et42

introduced a schemel which iis

still appl ied: they started wi.th the

monthly mean diurnal variation which

was first Fourier-?nalyzed to the 7th
order. So, 15 Fourier-coefficients
were found for each station. Now,
each of these coefficients is world

wide developed using the well-known

set of Legendre-functions (also cal

led 'associated spherical functions')~

~o, with a large number of coeffici-

ents, a world-wide functional descrip
t ion is reached. In order to find the

value of foF2 at any given site, the

method is appl ied in the inverse di
rection: from each of the 15 sets of

Legendre-developments the value of the
relevant Fourier-coefficient is found.

The foF2 diurnal curve is then produ

ced by Fourier-synthesis.

This scheme did not everywhere
give reasonable results, in particu
lar in oceanic areas. In order to im

prove it, Jones and Ga 11et42 introdu·
ced 'virtual stations', just by shif

ting continental stations into the

oceans onto rositions of equal lati
tude. These 'screen stations'are gi
ven the same Fourier-data as had been

found at the original station. Figure

19a is an example of a map obtained

with this procedure.

HO\'Jever,the result \'Jasnot

in agreement with geomagnetic control:
the characteristic behaviour around

the dip equator (see Fig. l4) was

wiped out. Therefore, when the sub

ject was dealt with in the Comite
Consultatif International des Radio·

cOlTl11unications(C.C.I.R.), \.1 G Baker

checked different systems of coordi

nates and finally came down with the

I III
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Unfortunately, these undergo large va

riations with temperature. Therefore,

aeronomic computatLons cannot avoid

taking account of temperature.

(Indices identify photoelectrons,
electrons,ions and neutrals}.

The lack of temperature equilibrium
is a characteristic feature of the

dayside upper atmosphere.

~ T- nT > T.e IT h >e p

Typical electron and ion tem

peratute prof tIes, as given in IRI,
were shown in Fig. 9. Figures 22 show

IRI compared with incoherent scat
ter measurements from Jicamarca (at

the magnetic dip equator) and Arecibo

(300 N geomagn) and with AEROS satel
lite measurements. These low latitude

stations show a monotonuously increa

sing ion temperature (Fig. 22a). The

electron temperature, however, shows
one maximum at about 200 km, followed

bya minimum and a new increase to

even higher values. At middle latitu-

Solar radiation is the prin

cipal heating source in the upper at

mosphere. However, it does not equally

heat up all constituents. The main heat

input occurs in conjunction with photo

ionization, the energy set free being

almost entirely taken by the photo-~

electron. This photoelectron popula
tion has energies around 10 eV which

~arge against thermal energies. Of
course, colI isions with the thermal

electrons provoke a degradation so

that finally a continuous energy spec

trum is found (Fig. 21); the largest
number of electrons remain thermal

but with an increased temperature.
Because the colI isional heat contact

with the heavier ions is much weaker,

these are only slowly heated up and
so are the neutrals. In the F-region

the time constants of these pro~esses

are longer than the daily sunshine pe

riod so that equilibrium is never
reached. Therefore, by day the tempe
ratures of the different species are
different:

8. Heating effects

For computations of the ion

chemistry (see Section 6) all relevant
coefficients must be numerically known.

In situ measurements of satel

lites have also shown that the longi

tude effect is larger above the oceans
45 than seen from the C.C. I.R. numeri

cal maps. This results from the fact
that minimum and maximum of the longi

tudinal variation happens to be found
above the oceans.

Thus, the numerical mapping

problem needs being rediscussed. At
its 1984 General Assembly, URSI has

set up a new panel on this subject.

Direct evidence about the true

behaviour above the oceans could only

be obtained from satellites, provided

their on-board memory had enough capa

city to store the measured data until
the next ground telemetry stations
could be contacted. The early top-side

sounding satell ites did not allow for

this to be done. Recently, however,

the Japanese ISS-b satellite was able

to produce enough data so as to apply

the Legendre analysis as used by C.C.

I.R. Unfortunately, data of four con
secutive months were in fact needed to

this end; thus, the results are yet in

fluenced by som~ seasonal variations.
Figures 20a, b4 are examples. Figure
20a is a 'snap shot' of the world at a

given hour UT; therefore, the longitu

dinal variation seen on this map is

mainly due to that of the local hour.

The true longitudinal effect appears
from Fig. 20b which is for a given

(night time) local hour.

so-called 'modified dip' latitude,

originally proposed by Rawer43. Figure

19 shows that magnetic dip control is

safeguarded when this coordinate is

used at the shifting of real stations

onto 'screen' positions. With this

change the Gallet and Jones method was

finally accepted by C.C. I.R. and re
mained the official 'numerical map'

until to-day19.
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Fig. 22b - Electron temperature pro

files obtained by incoherent scatter

(hatch~g) and by satell ite AEROS-B
(bars) . Curves IRI-79.
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Fig. 22a - Ion temperature profiles

obtained by incoherent scatter (hat

ched) and by satellite AEROS-B (bars)
46. Curves IRI-79.
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Fig. 23 - Typical electron temperature

profiles measured at noon by incoherent
scatter at Arecibo (Puerto Rico).
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Fig. 25 a - Global wind system mainly
due to solar heat input /after Roble/.

Arrows indicate transport towards win

ter pole. Curves: total flux/kg.s-l

(above given height, ordinate).
Abscissa: latitude.

Fig. 25 b - Global wind system when

solar and corpuscular heating are

both important (the latter in the

polar caps, see Fig. 26). Around the

winter pole, in the thermosphere,

an extra cell appears.
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Fig. 27 - Average night time (03 h

local time) electron temperature as

observed by Spenner aboard satellite

AEROS-A46 depending on geomagnetic
latitude (abscissa) and longitude

(depth). Altitude: 700 km

Fig. 26 - Corpuscular heating of the

pOlar caps by particle flux arriving

from the magnetospheric tail
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des, the solar heating effect is smea

red out over a large height range by
diffusion along the 1ines of force. At

low magnetic latitudes, however, verti··

cal heat transport could only be

brought about by electric fields (see

Section 6). As for the temperature in

crease towards exospheric heights,
there exists a second heat source due

to coIl isions with electrons trapped
on the closed fieldl ines in the inner

magnetosphere.

The thermospheric maximum at

low latitudes is, of course, quite im

portant at the magnetic equator (Jica
marca, left hand side in Fig. 22b).

Arecibo (right hand side) shows a much

smaller average maximum. It was, how

ever, found that there exist apprecia
ble differences between different

months as shown by Fig. 23. This sea

sonal variation (due to the seasonally

variable solar zenith angle) is not yet

taken account of by IRI.

In most cases, there exists a quite

appreciable third heat source which

is due to corpuscles travelling with

high speed along the open field lines

of the magnetospheric tail and so rea

ching the polar cap (Fig. 26). Unfor
tunately, this heat source is so large

ly variable that Roble did not feel

worthwhile to consider an average si
tuation. Instead he decided to make the

computations for individual days for
which some measurements related to the

actual heat input were available (pre

ferentially electron temperature at

high latitude and altitude).

This kind of modell ing gave

results which compared well with ob

served data. As a result of polar cap

heating, the simple picture of Fig.

25a could no more be upheld. A new

circulation cell was found at high

latitude, the size of which depends

largely on the importance of the

heating, see Fig. 25b.

References
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from global electron temperature data.
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Since the heat conductivity in
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